
Ref. Product name
Size Weight

cm g oz STANDARD

212701 TITAN - Small 48-56 cm 385 13.6

EN 12492
212702 TITAN - Large 54-62 cm 435 15.4

212701B TITAN BLACK - Small 48-56 cm 385 13.6

212702B TITAN BLACK - Large 54-62 cm 435 15.4

Lightweight, comfortable helmet featuring a new attractive design. EN certified for mountaineering, the Titan features a full 
strength chin strap so it is suitable for use where the worker is exposed to the risk of losing the helmet during a fall.

Ventilated ABS shell with high density EPS foam on the inside. Flexible suspension system with sweat-absorbing padding adapts to 
the shape of the head and separates the top of the head from the shell of the helmet for good ventilation and a very comfortable fit. 
The suspension system is also removable for cleaning or replacement. Turn dial adjustment provides a secure and precise fit in 
seconds. No metal is used in the construction in order to prevent problems with corrosion or conductivity.

Full strength chin strap (> 50 kg) prevents incidental or accidental release.

Equipped with headlamp holder clips.

Available in 5 colors and 2 sizes: 212701 Small, 212702 Large 
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SPARE PARTS
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Replacement chin strap padding 
(5 pcs).

2067

2718 Green
2719 Orange
Replacement headlamp holder 
clips for the Titan helmet (4 pcs).

Replacement chin strap kit for 
the Titan helmet.

2716 Large
2717 Small

1 Verde 2 Arancione

2715
Replacement padding kit for the 
Titan helmet.

2194S Small
Replacement head band system 
for the Titan helmet.

2194L Large

2194L
2194S
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